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Executive Summary
The current deliverable presents the work that has been carried out towards the delivery of the
C4IIoT final integrated version. It includes the effective integration of C4IIoT components into
a simple, yet sustainable integrated system.
Specifically, this deliverable showcases the implementation and deployment of the C4IIoT
framework that realizes the technology convergence. It describes in detail how the individual
technical elements of the C4IIoT solution are adapted and integrated in a common framework.
The final integrated version bridges cyber assurance and protection, IoT, machine (deep)
learning, edge/cloud computing, blockchain and Big Data technologies, to offer security in an
end-to-end industrial IoT environment.
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1 Introduction
This deliverable is the third one of WP4, presenting the end-to-end integrated industrial IoT
cybersecurity framework, thus encompassing all C4IIoT components developed and/or used
during the work package life for the industrial IoT integrated cybersecurity framework as target
of the project. It is based on aspects like interoperability, scalability, and performance with a
continuous delivery approach, to achieve quality assurance in software releases. The final
integrated solution will also realize secure industrial opportunities in the automotive
manufacturing domain.

1.1 Relation to other Tasks and Work Packages
This deliverable is closely related to the deliverables D4.1 “Assurance, privacy and
accountability in all Industrial IoT processes” and D4.2 “C4IIoT Minimum Viable Product” of
WP4 "An end-to-end integrated industrial IoT cybersecurity framework". Furthermore, there is
a close interrelation between this deliverable and tasks performed for WP2 "Edge computing
cybersecurity technologies" and WP3 "Cyber assurance and protection in an industrial cloud
infrastructure" by ensuring a smooth and effective integration and customization of the C4IIoT
pieces. Building on top of the conceptual architecture defined in T1.3, this deliverable realizes
secure industrial opportunities in the automotive manufacturing domain. The deliverable
includes the final integrated version of the C4IIoT framework after a proof-of-concept
demonstration (MVP) which was delivered at M12 and a first complete prototype that was
derived internally at M18.
The deliverable is organized into six sections whose purpose is briefly described next.
•

Section 1 introduces the deliverable and highlights relationship to other C4IIoT
deliverables and tasks.

•

Section 2 presents the integrated development and testing environment.

•

Section 3 describes the deployment environment listing the hardware components and
the software modules which are part of it.

•

Section 4 presents how the different components of the framework increase the
security of the infrastructure.

•

Section 5 presents the active monitoring of the produced data and the possible
mitigation actions.

•

Section 6 includes the conclusion of this document related to the final integration of
C4IIoT framework.
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2 Testing Environment
2.1 Hardware
During the development through the project, a test environment was provided to test the
developed modules in their incremental versions. The environment consisted mainly of two
Linux servers:
•
•

C1 has the role of the Cloud, where most of the cloud modules have been deployed and
tested.
C2 has the role of the Edge and the Field Gateway for both the Logistics and the Smart
Factory use case.

By using two servers, it was possible to simulate the Field Gateway and the Cloud layer of the
architecture, which allowed to identify potential issues in the communication of the modules
between layers.
Additionally, one more server, C3, contains the Docker13 repository (Harbor)1 and the
Certificate Authority which was used during testing. The final versions of these components
are presented in Chapter 2 of D3.42.
Raspberry Pis (models 3 and 4) were also used to test the Docker containers and the software
for the Smart Factory edge.
The microcontroller logistics devices, which are presented in Chapter 5.3 of D2.43, were tested
in combination with the mobile operator's server to verify their ability to send and collect test
data.
The hardware components are depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Test hardware components
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2.2 Software
The various versions of the modules of C4IIoT framework were tested both locally and, on the
servers, mentioned at the previous part. To ease the development and testing, components which
would normally require authentication and authorisation such as the Kafka4 topics, were left
unprotected and accessible from external IPs, so that all partners would be able to test their
components in combination with the rest of the modules.
All software components were placed in separate Docker containers, which allowed to include
only the required dependencies of each one in a specific environment, independent of the host
computer. Additionally, the Docker images are necessary for the Cloud infrastructure, which is
based on Kubernetes4 technology, presented in Chapter 2 of D3.42, and it is thus required for
each component to be in a separate container.
The edge was simulated using historical data for the Smart Factory use case, whereas test data
was used for the creation of the Logistics use case. These simulators included the edge
Behaviour Analysis and Cognitive Security module (BACS) component as well, and therefore
their output apart from the data also contained the results of their evaluation, thus simulating
the output of the Logistics device and the Smart Factory edge after the processing on the
Raspberry Pi. The different versions of BACS module are presented in Chapter 4.2 of D2.43
and Chapter 3 of D3.42. The simulators were tested mainly on the C2 server and on Raspberry
Pis. Testing on the Raspberry Pi revealed the need for a different Docker image built for ARM5
architecture, since the images used on the servers were not compatible. Multiple simulators
were run simultaneously to test and verify the resilience of the system.
The C2 server, having the role of the field gateways, also hosted the field gateway BACS, the
Multi-critEria DecIsion support meChanism for IoT offloading module (MEDICI) instances
and their agents, presented in Chapter 4.1 of D2.43, the Traffic Analysis module presented in
Chapter 5.3 of D3.42, the Decentralised Access Control (DAC) module presented in Chapter
5.1 of D3.42 and a version of Kafka which included topics for both use cases. Additionally, the
Distributed SDN Controllers (DISCO), presented in Chapter 4.3 of D3.42 was attached to two
Docker containers on a simulated network.
The C1 server, with the role of the cloud layer, hosted the Advanced Visualisation Toolkit
(AVT), BACS Cloud versions, the Continuous Verification module (BINSEC) presented in
Chapter 3.2 of D2.43, the Security Assurance Module (SAM) presented in Chapter 6.1 of
D3.42, the Decentralised Access Control (DAC) module, the Data Fusion Bus (DFB)
components (Kafka, Connector and Elasticsearch6) presented in Chapter 5.4 of D3.42, and the
High level reconfiguration search module (CARMAS) presented in Chapter 4.2 of D3.42.
The data produced and evaluated by the simulators were then sent through Kafka, either to the
Cloud or to MEDICI if the confidence of the first evaluation is low. The data were encrypted
and their hash was added to the blockchain element of DAC, before they were sent. MEDICI
would decide if the data were going to be evaluated by BACS at the Field Gateway or at the
Cloud and it forwarded the data. All the data, after they were evaluated, were sent to the
ToCloudStorage topic of Kafka at the Cloud, where they were consumed by the AVT in order
to be displayed to the user and by the Kafka Connector which stored them in Elasticsearch. The
data flow is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 - Test data flow

Additionally, a detection and mitigation flow had also been setup, where a container was used
to attack another, while this attack was detected by the Network traffic analysis module. This
attack through Kafka was reported to the AVT where the user could see it, and by SAM, which
offered additional information about it. The user could then select a mitigation action, suggested
by CARMAS, which was applied by the DISCO, to protect the asset under attack. The data
flow is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Test attack mitigation flow
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3 Deployment Environment and modules
The deployment environment consists of various hardware and software components. The edge
layer for both use cases is close to where the data are produced using hardware with limited
processing capabilities. The field gateways consist of computers which are set up within the
premises of the mobile operator for the logistics use case, and within the factory for the smart
factory use case, whereas the Cloud layer is setup by cloud providers. A high-level depiction
of the environment is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Hardware components

Almost all software components, except for BACSC on the logistics device, are within Docker
containers, which contain the required dependencies for each module to work. The C4IIoT
modules on each hardware components are depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5 - Software components
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3.1 Edge
3.1.1 Logistics Use Case
The Logistics edge consists of logistics devices which have been deployed and are in use by
CRF on the containers which are transferring materials and parts required for the production.
Each device is contained in a box with its battery which is attached on the container with the
materials.
The device records data from the GPS which include the coordinates (longitude, latitude, and
altitude), the acceleration per axis and the temperature, along with some complementary data
such as the satellites at the time of the GPS measurement. Each device has its own SIM card
whose number is the unique identifier for each device and it is equipped with OPTIGATM Trust
M, presented in Chapter 2.1.3 of D2.43. The data are evaluated on the device by BACSC and
sent over the mobile network to the Logistics Field Gateway.
3.1.2 Factory Use Case
The edge of the Smart Factory use case consists of the two Automated Guided Vehicles
(AGVs), each one of which has two motors. The produced data is related to the velocity and
the acceleration of each motor. For each AGV there is one Raspberry Pi which evaluates these
data for possible anomalies and sends them to the Smart Factory Field Gateway through Wi-Fi.
On each Raspberry Pi, there is a version of BACSPY which evaluates the data, and DAC which
is used to encrypt the data and add their hash to the blockchain element. These Raspberry Pis
are equipped with OPTIGATM Trust M and OPTIGATM TPM2.0 presented in Chapter 2.1.2 of
D2.43.

3.2 Field Gateway
3.2.1 Logistics Use Case
The Field Gateway of the logistics use case is provided by the mobile operator and receives all
data sent by the logistics devices over the mobile network. This server is part of a secure
network and can only be accessed using a VPN connection, while an IPsec tunnel ensures its
connection to the Cloud layer.
The logistics FG hosts a program which receives all data from the devices, a MEDICI instance,
DAC, the FG BACS (logistics), an instance of the network traffic analysis module and DFB
(Kafka and DFB admin components). BACS is also accompanied by a MEDICI agent.
3.2.2 Smart Factory Use Case
The Field Gateway for the Smart Factory use case is within CRF factory and it is also connected
to the Cloud layer through an IP sec tunnel. The Raspberry Pis belong to the same network as
this machine, which is also part of an SDN.
The Field Gateway contains DISCO (SDN controller), a MEDICI instance, DAC, the FG BACS
(smart factory), an instance of the network traffic analysis module and DFB (Kafka and DFB
admin components). Again, BACS on this FG is accompanied by a MEDICI agent.
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3.3 Cloud
Unlike the previous two layers, the Cloud layer is common for both use cases and all data
converge to it.
3.3.1 Main Cloud Server (c4iiot1)
This is the main cloud server containing most of the framework's cloud components. The
Kubernetes based cloud infrastructure is deployed to this server and therefore all components'
containers deployed to this are within Kubernetes Pods, exposing their services as needed for
communication with the rest of the components.
Apart from the Cloud infrastructure module, this server contains DFB (Kafka, admin, and
storage), SAM, AVT, CARMAS, BINSEC, DAC and the Smart Factory Cloud BACS. The
latter is accompanied by a MEDICI agent.
3.3.2 Complementary Cloud Server (c4iiot2)
The second cloud server contains the components that cannot be behind the secure cloud
infrastructure since they need to be accessed by the other layers unrestricted. These components
are the Certificate Authority, the Private Docker Repository (Harbor) and components of DAC.
3.3.3 Secure Execution Environment Server
Since the previous servers do not support the Software Guard Extensions (SGX) environment,
a different server is also being used to demonstrate the secure execution environment as part of
the C4IIoT framework. This server is connected via VPN with c4iiot1 so that Cloud BACS
(logistics) can communicate with DAC and Kafka. This BACS component is also accompanied
by a MEDICI agent.
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4 Securing the infrastructure
The C4IIoT framework provides a holistic solution for ensuring the security of the components
encompassed within it. An important step towards this, is securing the infrastructure as much
as possible thus reducing the potential vulnerabilities a threat actor would seek to abuse.

4.1 Security Assurance Module
The Security Assurance Module (SAM), based on STS’s Security & Privacy Assurance
Platform, is responsible for monitoring, testing, and assessing the runtime operations of the
C4IIoT platform. This component is, through an Event Captor Module developed for the
purpose, auditing critical components and processes of the infrastructure while leveraging
monitoring mechanisms developed in the context of project. Based on that input, SAM provides
an evidence-based view of the security posture of the C4IIoT platform, with accountability
provisions for changes that occur in said posture and the analysis of their cascading effects,
supporting the runtime checking based on sets of associated claims and assessments.
The real time, continuous assessment of the security posture of the C4IIoT platform is enabled
by a purpose-built Event Captor Module using Elasticsearch (ELK stack), which is responsible
for aggregating the required evidence from multiple sources related to the operation of
individual components, as well as the overarching processes where these components are
involved in. Several built-in security assessments addressing the Confidentiality – Integrity –
Availability (CIA) principles along with custom metrics, that are tailored with respect to the
platform’s components are utilized, leveraging an evidence-based approach, to provide security
assurance assessments. A high-level view of SAM’s architecture is presented in Figure 6. The
Security Assurance Module is comprised of five primary modules:
1. Cyber System Asset Loader: The component responsible for receiving the cyber
system’s asset model for the target organization. This model includes the assets of the
organization, security properties for these assets, threats that may violate these
properties, and the security controls that protect the assets and is based on STS’s
Assurance Model.
2. Vulnerability Analyzer: The Vulnerability Analyzer is responsible to identify known
vulnerabilities of assets defined within an organisations' asset model. The module
includes two components, (a) the vulnerability loader and (b) the vulnerability
database.
3. Dynamic Tester: The component responsible for initiating the testing assessment. The
module consists of two components: (a) the dynamic tester or manager and (b) the
dynamic testing tool.
4. EVEREST: A runtime monitoring engine, built-in Java, that offers an API for
establishing the monitoring rules to be checked. This module is composed of two
submodules: (a) the monitoring database and (b) the monitor. The role of the module is
to forward the runtime events from the application’s monitored properties and finally
obtain the monitoring results.
5. Event Captor Module: The Event Captor Module is a tool that, based on collected data
and triggering events, formulates a rule or a set of rules and pushes the latter towards
EVEREST for evaluation. Data and events are mostly collected through Elastisearch
based on lightweight shippers (namely Beats7), such as Filebeat, Metricbeat, Packetbeat,
etc., that forwards and centralizes log data. Data can also be collected through
Logstash8, an open server-side data processing pipeline that ingests data from a
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multitude of sources transforms it, and then sends it to Elasticsearch. The Event Captor
is initiated through the respective REST calls from EVEREST.

Figure 6 - The Security Assurance Module (SAM) Architecture

1.1.1.1.

Cyber System Asset Loader

The Cyber System Asset Loader is responsible for receiving the cyber system’s asset model for
the target organization. The asset model is based on STS’s Assurance Model and includes the
assets of the organisation, security properties for these assets, threats that may violate these
properties, and the security controls that protect the assets.
The module communicates with a database that contains the description of several prebuilt
assessments in XML format. Triggered by the administrator from SAM’s dashboard, it pushes
the selected assessments to EVEREST through an appropriate REST controller. These
assessments mainly focus on the CIA principles while several other metrics are tailor-made to
adequately cover the needs of C4IIoT platform. The XML files of the security assessments
contain information regarding (a) the type of the assessment, (b) the period of the evaluation,
(c) the type of the asset that the security assessment refers to, and (d) various internal
information necessary for the Monitoring Module’s proper operation.
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Vulnerability Analyzer

The Vulnerability Analyzer is responsible for loading the known vulnerabilities of the identified
assets and updating the SAM depending on the organization's assets included in the cyber
system asset model. This component automatically constructs the CPE9 per asset and then
retrieves its Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs)10 by searching in a local copy of
the National Vulnerability Database (NVD)11. This copy is continuously updated by utilising
an in-house component that fetches the latest known CVEs from NVD's JSON files. Also, this
module is responsible for finding vulnerabilities on platform assets. When a Vulnerability
Analysis Assessment is initiated, the module performs the vulnerability analysis based on the
asset model.
1.1.1.3.

Dynamic Tester

The Dynamic Tester is responsible for initiating the Dynamic Testing Assessment. The dynamic
tester invokes the dynamic testing tool which actively interacts with the cyber system’s
components trying to exploit the identified vulnerabilities and determine if the vulnerabilities
are exploitable. The dynamic testing tool utilizes a combination of various open-source
penetration testing tools to execute different types of penetration testing assessments. In
addition, the module uploads the report generated by the dynamic testing tool and populates the
SAM based on the results. Finally, the Dynamic Tester can discover and report assets that were
not defined in the current asset model of the targeted system.
1.1.1.4.

EVEREST (EVEnt REaSoning Toolkit)

EVEREST is responsible for initiating, coordinating, and reporting the results of the monitoring
process. This component is a runtime monitoring engine, built-in Java, that offers an API for
establishing the monitoring rules to be processed. When a security and dependability (S&D)
pattern is activated, it undertakes the responsibility of checking conditions regarding the
runtime operation of the components that implement the pattern. These conditions are specified
within S&D patterns by monitoring rules expressed in Event Calculus12 Assertion. EVEREST
can detect violations of monitoring rules against streams of runtime events which are sent to it
by different and distributed event sources through the Event Captor. It is also able to:
1. Deduce information about the state of the system being monitored using assumptions
about the behaviour of a system and how runtime events may affect its state.
2. Detect potential violations of the monitoring rules by estimating belief measures in the
potential occurrence of such violations.
3. Perform diagnostic analysis to identify whether the events causing a violation are
genuine or the result of a system fault or an attack.
EVEREST interacts with the REST controller that initiates and provides actions for the
monitoring assessments. It is implemented in a Docker13 environment which provides
flexibility, portability, and parallel execution capabilities. Furthermore, EVEREST includes in
its architecture a monitoring database that holds all the attributes that are important to perform
the assessment. Additionally, EVEREST includes a message broker (event collector) which
interacts with the Event Captor through an event channel and handles the received events.
Finally, it may communicate with an external database that holds the Assurance Model and its
components.
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Event Captor Module

The Event Captor Module is used for real-time, continuous assessment of the security posture
of the C4IIoT platform while it aggregates, in real-time, cross-layer evidence pertinent to the
security posture of each monitored asset. This module uses incoming data from event captors,
a set of software components that, based on collected data and triggering events, formulate a
rule or a set of rules and push them latter towards EVEREST for evaluation. The event captors
are integrated in the systems that need to be assessed. Their purpose is to gather evidence from
various sources (e.g., network traffic, security logs, system logs, etc.) and wrap them in an event
format, understood by EVEREST. The events are then forwarded to the monitor through the
event collector.
To achieve accurate Monitoring Assessments, we deploy two main categories of event captors:
(a) Elasticsearch-based event captors and (b) Native event captors.
The first category is developed around Elasticsearch where logs and events are mostly collected
through several lightweight shippers, named Beats, or through Logstash. The Native Event
Captors have almost the same functionality as the Elasticsearch driven Event Captors, with the
major difference being that instead of communicating with the Elasticsearch for querying data,
they search directly into system and application log files or communicate with other software
components (such as databases systems or message brokers) for specific events. In the context
of C4IIoT, the event captors’ internal communication with the Elasticsearch and message
exchange with EVEREST is encrypted (TLS based) to further increase the system’s security.
The Elastic Common Schema (ECS) is used as an open-source specification for defining a
common set of fields along with the data model that is used when storing event data in
Elasticsearch, such as logs and metrics. Furthermore, ECS is used to specify the field names
and datatypes to be stored while supporting uniform data modelling, enabling to analyse data
from diverse sources.
The main categories of ECS used are the (a) core and (b) extended categories. The former refers
to the most common data types across all use cases while any field that is not defined as a core
field belongs to the latter category.
At a high level, ECS provides fields to classify events and data in two different ways: (a)
“Where the data is coming from” and (b) “What data it is”. ECS defines four categorization
fields for this purpose, each of which falls under the event.* field set as follows:
1. event.kind: This is the highest level in the ECS category hierarchy. It provides highlevel information about the type of information the event contains without being specific
to the contents of the event.
2. event.category:This is the second level in the ECS category hierarchy and represents
the "big buckets" of ECS categories.
3. event.type: This is the third level in the ECS category hierarchy and represents a
categorization "sub-bucket" that, when used along with the event.category field values,
enables filtering events down to a level appropriate for single visualization.
4. event.outcome: This is the fourth and last level in the ECS category hierarchy that
simply denotes whether the event represents a success or a failure from the perspective
of the entity that produced the event.
Currently the event captors are aligned to facilitate the security assessments provided by the
respective component of the SAM and with respect to the CIA standards. The Event Captor
Module is initiated through the respectively REST calls from EVEREST and communicates
with the Elasticsearch via the respectively API which provides the following methods:
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void getEvents(String eventsPath, Long groupID)
Description

Declares the channel and the queue where the event captors are listening
for input from Everest

Parameters

eventsPath

The events location

groupID

The assessment’s unique ID

Return
Value

void

void generatedEvents(String eventsPath, Long groupID)
Description

Pushes the events to the message broker from the event captors

Parameters

eventsPath

The events location

groupID

The assessment’s unique ID

Return
Value

void

4.2 Vulnerability Analysis
Many common cyberattacks exploit known vulnerabilities of the operating system and the
installed libraries in order to gain access or potentially cause damage to their target. It is
therefore very important to apply the necessary updates which mitigate these vulnerabilities
after these are detected.
4.2.1 Vulnerability Analysis Assessment
The identification of possible vulnerabilities of the C4IIoT cyber system is performed by the
Vulnerability Analysis Assessment carried out by SAM’s Vulnerability Analyzer. The
Vulnerability Analysis Assessment does not actively interact with the assessed cyber system as
it examines the composition and specification of its assets (i.e., hardware, software). The
Vulnerability Analysis Assessment includes two elements, (a) the vulnerabilities loader and (b)
the vulnerabilities database. A vulnerability loader model provides the known vulnerabilities
of the hardware and software assets of a cyber system based on their Common Platform
Enumerations (CPEs). The impact model provides the impact score of an asset, based on its
direct and indirect relations with a vulnerable asset. For instance, CVE-2018-8420 is a
vulnerability that affects specific versions of Windows Operating Systems. If a Windows
machine with this vulnerability hosts an Apache server or virtual machines, then the
vulnerability affecting the operating system also indirectly affects the hosted components
resulting in the increase of its impact score.
A sample of an outcome of a Vulnerability Analysis Assessment, as displayed by SAM’s GUI,
is presented in Figure 7. As we can see in the figure, the results hold various parameters that
uniquely describe a vulnerability, as summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 7 - Vulnerability Analysis Assessment result

Table 1 - CVE information sample

CVE ID

CVE-2016-5017

CVSSv3
vector
CVSSv3
vector
(expanded)

AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H
Attack Vector: Network
Attack Complexity: High
Privileges Required: None
User Interaction: None
Scope: Unchanged
Base Severity: High
Impact Score: 5.9
Base Score: 8.1

4.2.2 Dynamic Testing Assessment
The Dynamic Testing Assessment is performed by SAM’s Dynamic Tester which determines
the validity of the Vulnerability Analysis Assessment and further investigates for vulnerabilities
by putting the system to test. This is achieved by interacting with the cyber system under test
and actively trying to exploit the identified vulnerabilities. This process is quite important as
during the Dynamic Testing Assessment, vulnerabilities reported by the Vulnerability Analysis
Assessment may turn out to not be exploitable while at the same time new vulnerabilities may
be discovered. Furthermore, this process may reveal new assets which the security expert that
initially compiled the asset model failed to report. Upon completion, the Dynamic Testing
Assessment generates information in a similar fashion to the Vulnerability Analysis
Assessment, emphasizing on technical details for the discovered vulnerabilities such as the
recommendation types.
A sample result of a Dynamic Testing Assessment, as displayed in SAM’s GUI, is presented in
Figure 8 and further specifies the vulnerability as described in Table 2.
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Figure 8 - Dynamic Testing Assessment result

Table 2 - Dynamic Testing Assessment result information per field

Field

Description

Affected

The versions of the software that are affected by the
vulnerability

Confidence Type

How did the tool access the vulnerability

Confidence Value

This value indicates the confidence of the result, 0-100. With
100 being that the vulnerability is exploitable

CPE ID

The CPEs affected by this vulnerability
cpe:/a:elasticsearch:elasticsearch:6.4.2)

CVE

The CVE ID of the vulnerability (if applicable)

Insight

Insight: Contains extra information about the vulnerability, if
applicable (e.g., how is the vulnerability enabled)

Port Number

The port number of the tested service (e.g., 9200)

Protocol

The protocol of the tested service (e.g., TCP/UDP)

Recommendation
Description

Contains methods of mitigation (if applicable)

Recommendation Type

Contains the type of mitigation (e.g., Vendor Fix)

Service

The service name (if applicable)

Technical Impact

A number indicating the damage to the systems if the
vulnerability is exploited (if applicable)

(e.g.,

4.2.3 Vulnerability Scanning of Docker images
C4IIoT framework uses a private Docker repository for its Docker images, deployed on c4iiot2,
allowing the images which have been created for C4IIoT components to be pulled and used
from it, instead of a public repository. The images in this repository have been organised into
projects according to the layer they are used on (Figure 9).
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Figure 9 - Docker repository/Projects

Additionally, this repository scans the images for known vulnerabilities, and it also ranks these
vulnerabilities according to their severity. In the following example the Docker image which
was used for the Kafka to Elasticsearch connector was found with many vulnerabilities,
including critical ones (Figure 10).

Figure 10 – Not patched Docker image

The attempt to patch this image (2.02), although it decreased the maximum severity of
vulnerabilities to High, it was still deemed not secure enough. Therefore, a new image was
selected for this component which was clear of vulnerabilities (2.03) (Figure 11).
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Figure 11 - List of images

This process presented above is repeated for all Docker images used in C4IIoT framework, and
those found with Critical or High vulnerabilities are patched or replaced when possible.
Moreover, this process will have to be repeated in the future as well, as more vulnerabilities are
detected in order to keep the system secure.

4.3 Certificate Authority
C4IIoT framework uses a private Certificate Authority for identity management, which is setup
on c4iiot2, for the components which need authorisation. This CA is used both by the DFB
components and DAC and therefore, all modules which interact with these components require
certificates created by it.
Each module has its own certificate, even these which require access to the same components,
so in the case of a certificate being compromised, only this will have to be revoked.

4.4 Cloud infrastructure
As it was mentioned in chapter 3.3.1, the majority of the cloud modules are secured behind the
Cloud infrastructure, as part of the Kubernetes. This architecture, which allows access only
through the Ingress point, prevents unauthorised access to the Cloud modules. Furthermore,
since only the modules which are required to be accessed from the other layers, such as the Key
issuing component of DAC, or from the web, such as the AVT, are exposed, the rest of them
can only be accessed from within the Cloud infrastructure.

4.5 BINSEC Analysis
Within the C4IIoT infrastructure, BINSEC has been used to analyse BACSC for potential
vulnerabilities and bugs. BINSEC has a dedicated screen on the AVT where the user can initiate
an analysis of the code. The request for analysis is sent through cloud Kafka to the Docker
container of BINSEC. This architecture allows BINSEC to run for the required time, without
the request timing out. The user can select the method, the version of BACSC to be analysed,
the input to be used and the time BINSEC is allowed to run (Figure 12).
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Figure 12 - BINSEC initiate analysis

Once the analysis is complete the results are sent back to the AVT again through Kafka, so that
the user can see them by clicking on the Results button (Figure 13). The results are also stored
in a separate index in Elasticsearch, so that they can be reviewed at any time.

Figure 13 - BINSEC results
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5 Monitoring and Mitigation
Beyond securing the infrastructure of the software and hardware components, the C4IIoT
framework also offers active monitoring and possible mitigation actions for specific attacks.
The monitoring is focused on the analysis of the data produced by the edge, and on the network
traffic analysis, whereas the mitigation actions are offered mainly by the mitigation engine
components. The user interfaces presented at this section of the document, and the sections
before are intended for the Security Officers of the organisation C4IIoT is deployed at.

5.1 C4IIoT Infrastructure Monitoring – SAM Monitoring Assessments
The Monitoring Assessments are performed by SAM’s EVEREST, a generic engine for
checking violations of Event Calculus formulae against a given set of runtime events and
providing continuous evaluation of the security posture of C4IIOT’s platform throughout its
different layers.
The rules that need to be audited by the monitor are specified within security and dependability
(S&D) patterns using a DRL-based language (Drools14) called EC-Assertion. EC-Assertion is
a first-order temporal logic language, based on event calculus (EC), primarily developed not
only to represent but also to reason about actions and their effects over time. The basic elements
of event calculus are events and fluents. An event in EC is specified as something that occurs
at a specific instance of time and is of instantaneous duration. Furthermore, it may cause some
change in the state of the reality that is being modelled while this state is represented by fluents.
To represent the occurrence of an event, EC uses the predicate Happens(e, t, ℜ(t1,t2)), which
represents the occurrence of an event e that occurs at some time point t within the time range
ℜ(t1, t2) and is of instantaneous duration. The EC predicate Initiates(e, f, t) signifies that a
fluent f starts to hold after the event e occurs at time t. The EC predicate Terminates(e, f, t)
signifies that a fluent f ceases to hold after the event e occurs at time t. An EC formula may also
use the predicates Initially(f) and HoldsAt(f, t) to signify that a fluent f holds at the start of the
operation of a system and that f holds at time t respectively.
EC-Assertion adopts the basic representation principles of EC and its axiomatic foundation and
introduces special terms to represent the types of events and conditions that are needed for
runtime monitoring. More specifically, given its focus on auditing the operation of software
systems at runtime, events in EC-Assertion can be invocations of system operations, responses
from such operations, or exchanges of messages between different system components. To
represent these types of events, EC-Assertion defines a specific event structure that is
syntactically represented by the event term event(_id, _sender, _receiver, _status, _sig, _source,
_timestamp, _arguments). In this event term:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C4IIoT

_id is a unique identifier of the event
_sender is the identifier of the system component that sends the message/operation
call/response
_receiver is the identifier of the system component that receives the message/operation
call/response
_status is the processing status of an event (i.e., REQ if the event represents an operation
invocation and RES if the event represents an operation response)
_sig is the signature of the dispatched message or the operation invocation/response that
is represented by the event, comprising the operation name and its arguments/result
_source is the identifier of the component where the event was captured
_timestamp indicates the event creation time
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_arguments an array of extra information required for the assessment

Table 3 and Table 4 present an example of these assumptions/rules. The monitoring assessment
results hold various monitoring-based parameters such as (a) the outcome of the monitoring
process (satisfaction if a monitoring rule was satisfied and violation elsewhere) and (b) the
events involved. Figure 14 presents these results as displayed in SAM’s GUI.
Table 3 - Integrity Monitoring Assumption

Body

Happens(e(_id,_sender,_receiver,REQ,write(_appId,_appName,_hashValue),t1,[t1, t1])

Head

Initiate(keepWriteValue(_appId,_appName,_hashValue),t1)

Table 4 - Integrity Monitoring Rule

Body

Happens(_id,_sender,_receiver,RES,read(_appId,_appName,_hashValue),t2,[t2, t2])

Head

holdsAt(keepWriteValue(_appId,_appName,_hashValue), t2)

Figure 14 - Monitoring Assessment result

5.2 Smart Factory – Monitoring
The analysis of the data produced by the AGVs is performed at the edge layer and at the other
two layers if needed, before these data are displayed at the AVT. The data flow for the Smart
Factory use case is depicted in Figure 15.
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Figure 15 - Smart Factory data flow

The data from the AGVs are classified as "normal" or "anomalies" on the Raspberry Pi, where
they are also encrypted, and their hash is added to the blockchain element using DAC. Then the
data are sent to Kafka on the Smart Factory field gateway, on a different topic depending on
the confidence of the first evaluation. If the first evaluation has confidence over 0.75, they are
sent to the topic which will transfer them to the cloud layer. If the confidence is below 0.75,
these data are sent to MEDICI. MEDICI decides whether the data should be re-evaluated at
BACS on the FG or the Cloud and sends them to the appropriate Kafka topic. BACS both at
the FG and the Cloud layer, have to use DAC on its respective layer in order to decrypt the data
before re-evaluating them. The data is eventually sent to the to Cloud Storage topic of Kafka
on the Cloud layer, where they are consumed both by the AVT and the Storage Connector. The
Storage Connector, which is part of the DFB, uses DAC on the Cloud to decrypt the data in
order to check their hash against the one stored on the blockchain element, and if the hashes
match, the data are stored in Elasticsearch and the unique key (primary key) is also stored in
the blockchain element of DAC. The data consumed by the AVT are displayed to the user
(Figure 15).
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Figure 16 - Smart Factory evaluated data

The user can see if there are any anomalies detected and the layer at which the data were last
evaluated. Additionally, on a different screen (Figure 17) the user may select a specific device
in order to see the actual data that are being evaluated at each point. The data are decrypted
before being displayed using DAC.

Figure 17 - Data display per device (Smart Factory)

5.3 Logistics – Monitoring
The Logistics use case monitoring is very similar to the Smart Factory. Their main difference
is that their first interaction with the ABE and the Blockchain elements of DAC takes place on
the Field Gateway and not at the edge. The data flow is depicted in Figure 18.
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Figure 18 – Logistics data flow

The data produced on the logistics device, are first classified as "normal" or "anomalies" by
BACSC on the device, before they are sent over the mobile network to the Logistics FG. There
they are received by a program which encrypts the data and adds their hash to the blockchain
implementation of DAC for the logistics use case. The data are then sent through Kafka either
to the Cloud if the classification confidence is high (over 0.75) or to MEDICI if it is low.
MEDICI again decides whether the low confidence data will be re-evaluated by the logistics
BACS on the FG or at the Cloud. Once the evaluation of the data is complete, they end up in
the ToCloud Storage topic of cloud Kafka, where they are consumed by the AVT and displayed
to the user.
On the first screen, the user can see the result of the data evaluation per datapoint, the edge
confidence and the layer where the final evaluation took place (Figure 19). On a different screen
of the AVT, the user can again see the data of a specific device. These data have to be decrypted
using DAC before they are displayed (Figure 20).
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Figure 19 – Logistics evaluated data

Figure 20 - Data display per device (Logistics)

5.4 Cyber Attacks
This section describes the modules involved in the detection of specific cyberattacks and their
potential mitigation. The data flow for the detection (for both field gateways) and the mitigation
actions (for the smart factory only) is depicted in Figure 23.
The active detection of specific cyberattacks is based mainly on the Traffic Analysis module,
which can detect a range of attacks of the attacks described in D1.215:
•

Malware (Mirai telnet, Hidenseek telnet, IRCbot, Muhstik)

•

Man in the Middle Attack/Session hijacking (weak/deprecated TLS)

•

Brute Force (ssh brute force atack)

•

Network Scan

Traffic analysis module is deployed on both Field Gateways, although the SDN controller
which offers mitigation actions, is deployed on the Smart FG only. The attack is detected by
the network traffic analysis module and through Kafka is sent to the Cloud layer, where it is
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consumed by both the AVT and SAM. SAM provides additional information about the attack
and sends the enriched message to the AVT which displays a warning to the user. By clicking
on the warning message, the user switches to the Attack Monitoring screen, where a list of the
detected attacks exists (Figure 28).

Figure 21 - Attack detection

The user can select to either ignore the threat or request a mitigation plan. Upon requesting a
mitigation plan, the data about the attack are sent to CARMAS which returns the suggested
mitigation action (Figure 22).

Figure 22 - Apply mitigation
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By clicking the "Apply mitigation" button the suggested mitigation is sent to DISCO, which
applies the action if the targeted IP is part of the SDN. DISCO can apply the following
mitigation actions on the SDN:
•

•
•

IP & MAC addresses banning: any packet with a source or destination matching an
address (L2 or L3) will be dropped.
IP & Port filtering: any packet (L3) with a matching IP and port will be dropped.
Rate limiting on addresses or flows: a Quality of Service (Qos) meter can be applied on
a sole address or on a flow (a tuple of a source and destination address). The meter limits
the matched traffic to a specified maximum threshold in KBit/s.

Figure 23 - Detection/Mitigation flow

5.4.1 Attack Information Enhancement Middleware (AIEM)
The C4IIoT attack information enhancement middleware is an interconnection between the
Traffic Analysis Tool, developed by FORTH and the Advanced Visualization Toolkit (AVT),
provided by AEGIS. The middleware supports the asynchronous communication with the
Traffic Analysis tool, by listening to a predefined channel, namely ToCloudStorage, located in
C4IIoT's Kafka broker. After receiving a message, the middleware extracts the attack type and
enhances the identified attack information (that will be part of the final message) with
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mitigation actions. These actions are obtained through a local database containing the most upto-date ATT&CK MITRE Framework16. Lastly, the middleware populates the final message
with the risk level in a qualitative form as depicted in HPE’s risk assessment methodology and
forwards it to the Kafka message broker in order to be received by the AVT.

5.4.2 Automatic Mitigation
The user of the AVT can also setup automatic mitigation rules, for specific IPs and attacks.
They will have to select mitigation action, the attack type, the IP address for which this rule
will apply and a name for the rule (Figure 24). When a specific attack reported by the traffic
analysis module is consumed by the Kafka to Elasticsearch connector, the connector checks if
there is a rule for this attack and the targeted IP and applies it by calling DISCO (Figure 25).

Figure 24 - Automatic mitigation rules
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Figure 25 - Automatic mitigation flow

5.4.3 Data manipulation (in transit)
The data hashes stored on the blockchain element of DAC, at the Field Gateway for the
Logistics use case and at Raspberry Pis for the Smart Factory use case, can be used to detect if
the data have been manipulated at some point. Each datapoint's hash is stored with its unique
id, a combination of the device id and the timestamp. These stored hashes are checked before
the data are saved by the Connector in Elasticsearch, and if they do not match, a Data
manipulation event is reported and the data are stored in a separate Elasticsearch index. The
Data manipulation event is written onto the ToCloudStorage topic of Kafka, where it is
consumed by the AVT and displayed to the user.
5.4.4 Additional Mitigation Actions
If a certificate used within the C4IIoT framework is considered compromised the user can
revoke it through the CA's user interface. Additionally, through the AVT's DFB screen (Figure
26) the user can ban that specific certificate, using its common name, from having access to
Kafka. This screen, apart from showing the status of the Kafka brokers on the two field
gateways and the cloud, it can also be used to allow access to a new user (certificate) to have
access to specific topics. Therefore, if the compromised certificate belongs to a component
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whose access needs to be continued after the ban, a new certificate has to be created from the
CA and its access rights to Kafka need to be added again, through this screen.

Figure 26 - DFB access/ban

5.5 Historical Data
The user can review the data stored in Elasticsearch for each use case by visiting the Historical
Analysis screen for each use case. For the Smart Factory use case, the user can see the data for
the velocity and the acceleration of each motor of each AGV depicted in a graph (Figure 27).

Figure 27 - Historical analysis (Smart Factory)

For the logistics use case, the user can also see the datapoints, based on their GPS location on
the map, in order to study the route of the device.
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Figure 28 - Logistics historical data

5.5.1 Data manipulation (at rest)
Additionally, apart from being able to see the past data for each use case, the user can also
request for them to be checked. In this case the hash of the data is created and checked by the
AVT against the one stored in the blockchain element of DAC. This process is required in order
to check if the data have been manipulated after they have been stored in Elasticsearch.
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6 Conclusions
This deliverable reports on the final integrated version of C4IIoT framework. The framework
includes the deployment and execution of real-life industrial and logistics demonstrators.
Special effort has been made to showcase the interactions between the hardware components
and software modules. It is closely related to activities carried out in other Work Packages, with
each having its own role. It describes in detail how the individual technical elements of the
C4IIoT solution are adapted and integrated in a common framework. The execution of two
demonstrators (Logistics 4.0 and Smart manufacturing) will validate the solution in real-world
settings. The C4IIoT framework demonstrates a novel and unified Cybersecurity 4.0 framework
that implements an innovative IoT architecture paradigm to provide an end-to-end holistic and
disruptive security-enabling solution for minimizing the attack surfaces in Industrial IoT
systems.
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